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Summary: Wh- prompts (what, how, why, who, when, and where) vary widely in their specificity and accuracy, but differences among them have largely been ignored in research examining the productivity of different question types in child testimony. We examined 120 six- to 12-year-olds’ criminal court testimony in child sexual abuse cases to compare the productivity of various wh- prompts. We distinguished among wh- prompts, most notably the following: what/how-happen prompts focusing generally on events, what/how-dynamic prompts focusing on actions or unfolding processes/events, what/how-causality prompts focusing on causes and reasons, and what/how-static prompts focusing on non-action contextual information regarding location, objects, and time. Consistent with predictions, what/how-happen prompts were the most productive, and both what/how-dynamic prompts and wh-prompts about causality were more productive than other wh- prompts. Prosecutors asked proportionally more what/how-dynamic prompts and fewer what/how-static prompts than defense attorneys. Future research and interviewer training may benefit from finer discrimination among wh- prompts. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Best-practice guidelines for child interviewers universally recommend that interviewers ask open-ended questions and avoid closed-ended and suggestive questions (American Professional Society on the Abuse of Children, APSAC, 2012; Home Office, 2011; Lamb, Hershkowitz, Orbach, & Esplin, 2008), because open-ended questions are more productive and elicit fewer errors. However, there is substantial uncertainty regarding what constitutes open questions, particularly whether wh- prompts (what, how, why, who, when, and where) are open ended. Interviewers typically ask large numbers of wh- prompts (Lamb et al., 2008), and they include a very diverse group of utterances that vary widely in their specificity, including prompts about actions, causality, people, places, and objects. Distinctions among these prompts have largely been ignored in previous research examining the productivity of different question types in child testimony but are potentially valuable for both researchers and practitioners. Because of the legal significance of children’s actual performance in court, the present study investigated the prevalence and productivity differences between wh- prompts when prosecutors and defense attorneys questioned children about sexual abuse.

Defining open-ended questions

The definition of open-ended varies widely among different researchers and practitioners (Oxburgh, Myklebust, & Grant, 2010). The present study conceptualizes open-ended questions in accordance with the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) Investigative Interview Protocol coding scheme. This coding scheme classifies questions on the basis of the memory type accessed (i.e., recall vs. recognition), rather than the number of words the question typically elicits. According to the NICHD Protocol, there are two types of open-ended prompts. The first type is invitations, which elicit free-recall responses from children. General invitations are characterized by the absence of a specific memory cue (e.g., ‘Tell me everything that happened from the very beginning to the very end.’), and cued invitations refocus children’s attention on previously mentioned details (e.g., ‘You mentioned [content previously mentioned by the child]. Tell me more about that.’). In the NICHD scheme, a second type of open-ended prompt is directives, which refocus children on previously mentioned details of the allegation, and are phrased as wh- prompts, including what, how, why, who, when, and where. In some classification schemes, wh-prompts are not regarded as open-ended questions, unless they request free recall, such as ‘what happened’ or ‘what happened next?’ (e.g., Benson & Powell, 2015; Milne & Bull, 1999; see Oxburgh, Myklebust, & Grant, 2010, for a review). They are treated as open-ended by the NICHD scheme because they tap cued-recall memory. Although directives are not as effective as invitations in encouraging children to provide spontaneous and elaborative accounts, directives are more productive than option-posing questions, which include yes/no and forced-choice questions (Lamb et al., 2008). Option-posing questions tap recognition memory and tend to elicit brief responses from children as well as increase the risk of error (Bruck, Ceci, & Hembrooke, 1998, Lamb et al., 2008; Lyon, 2014).

Some very open-ended wh- prompts may be considered invitations (e.g., ‘What happened?’), but even when interviewers follow the NICHD Protocol, they are likely to use a large number of wh- prompts that are more specific than invitations and classified as directives (Lamb, Sternberg, & Esplin, 2000). Directive wh- prompts are a means of eliciting information that children might not produce in response to invitations and cued invitations. For example, children often fail to spontaneously mention their subjective reactions to abuse (Snow, Powell, & Murfett, 2009), and questions such as ‘how did you feel when…’ have been effective in eliciting that information (Lyon, Scurich, Choi, Handmaker, & Blank, 2012). If children are motivated to conceal information, they are less likely to do so if interviewers move beyond free recall.
and ask more direct questions (Pipe & Wilson 1994). Furthermore, directive wh-prompts may be more effective than invitations at eliciting informative responses from younger children because they make specific requests that demand less retrieval effort (Kulkofsky, Wang, & Ceci, 2008; Schneider & Bjorklund, 1998). There are large developmental improvements in children’s ability to self-generate cues that enable them to recall information (Bjorklund & Muir 1988). Indeed, in interviews conducted using the NICHD Protocol, directives elicited more informative responses from preschoolers (3- to 4-year-olds) than invitations, whereas the reverse occurred for older children (Hershkowitz, Lamb, Orbach, Katz, & Horowitz, 2012).

Differentiating among wh-prompts

Previous research has not distinguished among various types of directives. As a result, little is known about productivity differences among wh-prompts. Some researchers have distinguished between wh-prompts focusing on static contextual information (e.g., ‘What did he wear?’) and dynamic based wh-prompts focusing on actions or events (e.g., ‘How did you get hurt?’), but without examining their differences in productivity (Peterson & McCabe, 1992; Price & Roberts, 2011). Lamb and colleagues found that cued invitations that referenced actions were more productive than invitations about appearances and locations (Lamb et al., 2003). The same may be true of directives. Wh-prompts that focus on actions may be especially productive because children are likely to remember actions better than descriptions (Goodman, Hirschman, Hepps, & Rudy, 1991; Peterson, Dowden, & Tobin, 1999). For example, Peterson and colleagues (1999) questioned 3- to 5-year-olds 1 week after a play interaction with an adult. Whereas children’s responses to wh-questions about actions were quite accurate (84% correct, 5% error), their answers to questions about clothing (43% correct, 29% error) and the room (14% correct, 24% error) were quite inaccurate.

Actions are fundamental in sexual abuse cases because the abuse is itself a series of actions performed by the perpetrator, as is grooming in preparation for the abuse, and attempts at concealment. Furthermore, because most sexual abuse prosecutions involve familiar perpetrators and repeated abuse (Stolzenberg & Lyon, 2014), it is unlikely that descriptions of people and places in those cases play a substantial role in determining whether abuse occurred (Ceci, Toglia & Ross, 1987).

Wh-prompts are classified as suggestive according to the NICHD Protocol if they presuppose information that the child has not provided (e.g., ‘What other things did you wear?’ if the child had not mentioned additional clothing; Brown et al., 2013). Wh-suggestive questions, however, may be less error prone than suggestive questions that are narrower in form, such as tag questions (e.g., ‘He touched you, didn’t he?’), which are known to elicit higher rates of error among younger children (Krackow & Lynn, 2003). Although we know of no research that has directly compared wh-suggestive questions with other types of suggestive questions, the possibility that wh-suggestive questions are less error-prone is consistent with the findings of Brown and colleagues (2013), who conducted an analog study utilizing the NICHD Protocol. They found that children’s accuracy in response to suggestive prompts was comparable with their responses to cued invitations (both approximately 80% averaged across conditions). Although the researchers did not note the percentage of suggestive prompts that were worded as wh-questions, this was likely very high, because interviewers were trained in the NICHD Protocol and did not ask any option-posing questions.

We are aware of only one study that has examined productivity differences among different types of wh-questions. Examining rapport building in the courtroom, Ahern, Stolzenberg, and Lyon (2015) calculated the number of words elicited by different types of wh-prompts asked by prosecutors before sexual abuse was disclosed at trial. They classified what and how questions that asked about actions as what/how-dynamic prompts, questions that asked about causality as what/how-causality prompts, and questions that asked about descriptions of persons, places, or things as what/how-static prompts. What/how-dynamic and what/how-causality prompts elicited the highest number of words per prompt. Because the study focused on rapport building (i.e., the number of words uttered before abuse was disclosed), the relation between wh-prompts and the number of new abuse-related details could not be determined. Furthermore, they did not distinguish between wh-prompts that would be classified as directives and those that would be classified as invitations or as suggestive prompts according the NICHD Protocol coding scheme.

Attorney differences in questioning

When questioning children in court about alleged sexual abuse, both prosecutors and defense attorneys have been found to use more closed-ended questions than open-ended questions, and defense attorneys ask more suggestive questions (e.g., Andrews, Lamb, & Lyon, 2015; Hanna, Davies, Crothers, & Henderson, 2012; Klemfuss, Quas, & Lyon, 2014; Stolzenberg & Lyon, 2014; Zajac & Cannan, 2009). Furthermore, prosecutors ask very few invitations (3%), and defense attorneys virtually never do so (Andrews et al., 2015).

Prosecutors might benefit from the use of invitations, insofar as they could increase the level of detail in the child’s testimony and improve the child’s credibility. However, prosecutors might deliberately avoid invitations for two reasons. First, they are likely to structure their direct examination quite carefully, based on a child’s prior disclosures, the charges in the case, and their opening argument, during which they inform the jury what they expect the child to say. Therefore, they are unlikely to want to elicit new details, or details of abusive acts not previously described, which is more likely if they ask children invitations. Second, a common (but mistaken) belief among many attorneys is that it is clearly objectionable to ask questions that ‘call for a narrative’ (Lyon, 2013). The basis for the objection is that a very open-ended question may elicit inadmissible evidence. However, virtually everything a child reports about interactions with the defendant are likely to be admissible (the actions will be relevant, and the statements will be admissible as
statements by a party opponent), and anything extraneous is subject to a motion to strike.

Defense attorneys understandably avoid invitations in order to focus and limit witnesses’ accounts. They are allowed to ask leading questions in cross-examination (Federal Rules of Evidence, 2014) and are advised to do so exclusively (Pozner & Dodd, 2004). Indeed, Pozner and Dodd argued that ‘the adept cross-examiner never uses [wh-] questions’, explaining that ‘[t]hese words create the polar opposite of closed-ended questions. These words invite uncontrolled, unpredictable, and perhaps unending answers’ (p. 8–14).

Given the virtual non-existence of invitations in court testimony, it is especially profitable to examine the productivity of different types of wh-prompts. Certainly, prosecutors and defense attorneys have very different goals and are therefore likely to use wh-prompts in different ways. Because children’s memory for actions tends to be superior, prosecutors are likely to ask more wh-questions about actions, and defense attorneys are likely to ask more wh-questions seeking descriptions. Furthermore, because defense attorneys are advised to avoid allowing witnesses to explain their answers (Pozner & Dodd, 2004), prosecutors are likely to ask more wh-questions about causality.

**Current study**

The current study investigated patterns of productivity among different types of wh-prompts in children’s testimony about sexual abuse. We extended previous research (Andrews et al., 2015; Ahern et al., 2015) by supplementing the NICHD Protocol question-type coding to further distinguish among different wh-prompts, coding the number of details in children’s responses, and by investigating attorney differences in their use of wh-prompts. We predicted that (i) consistent with prior research, invitations would be more productive than directives, and directives more productive than option-posing (yes/no and forced-choice) questions; (ii) what/how-happen prompts (what and how questions that use the word ‘happened’) would be the most productive and would be classified as invitations; (iii) what/how-dynamic prompts (about actions) would be more productive than what/how-static prompts (asking for descriptions) and predominantly classified as directives; (iv) what/how-cause prompts would be more productive than what/how-static prompts; (v) prosecutors would ask a higher proportion of what/how-dynamic prompts than defense attorneys; and (vi) defense attorneys would ask a higher proportion of what/how-static prompts than prosecutors.

**METHOD**

**Sample**

Transcripts of 106 trials involving a total of 120 alleged victims of child sexual abuse were included in the study. These were selected from a larger sample of 223 trials (309 children) involving felony charges of child sexual abuse that went to trial in Los Angeles County between 1997 and 2001. The children were selected for the present study if they (i) were victims of abuse (as opposed to non-victim witnesses); (ii) were 12 years or under at the time of trial; (iii) did not have the assistance of a translator while testifying; and (iv) did not fully recant the alleged abuse while testifying. The trials included in the present study involved 68 different prosecutors and 88 different defense attorneys. These trials are the source of a number of previously published papers (e.g., Ahern et al., 2015; Andrews et al., 2015; Stolzenberg & Lyon, 2014), but the coding and research questions in this study are novel.

Children reported single (n = 43) or multiple (n = 77) sexually abusive experiences involving penetration (n = 53), touching under clothes (n = 37), touching over clothes (n = 21), and indecent exposure (n = 9). The final sample included 98 girls and 22 boys from 6 to 12 years of age (M = 9.6 years). Children were categorized on the basis of age at the time of trial into three groups: 6- to 8-year-olds (n = 34), 9- to 10-year-olds (n = 45), and 11- to 12-year-olds (n = 41). No information was available concerning the children’s socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds.

All defendants were male. In 90% (n = 108) of the cases, children knew the alleged abusers. The suspects were biological parents (n = 10), step-fathers/mothers’ boyfriends (n = 23), other family members (n = 24), family friends (n = 23), acquaintances (n = 28), and strangers (n = 12). Defendants were either convicted (n = 89) or acquitted (n = 25). The remaining six cases resulted in mistrials.

**Coding of transcripts**

The transcripts contained direct and often redirect examinations, in which prosecutors questioned the children, and cross and often recross examinations, in which defense attorneys questioned the children. Only the substantive prompts were coded. Substantive utterances were defined as those designed to elicit information about what happened during the alleged incidents, what immediately preceded the alleged incidents, within-incident interventions (e.g., unexpected interruptions exposing the abuse), and other features of the abuse (e.g., how long the incidents lasted and where they happened) or surrounding circumstances used to challenge witness character and testimony (e.g., events providing motives for false reports). Children’s substantive responses contained incident-related information. Non-substantive prompts that aimed to inform child witnesses about the purpose of the court proceedings, provide details about the examination procedure, and build rapport were not included. By definition, children’s non-substantive responses did not contain incident-related information and were also not included.

**NICHD utterance types**

First, all attorney utterances were categorized into commonly used categories to classify questioners’ utterances: invitations, directive, option-posing, and suggestive prompts (e.g., Lamb et al., 2008). When a single turn in the dialogue included two or more statements or questions that could be coded differently, the question was coded using the riskier question-type classification (e.g., suggestive over option-posing, and option-posing over directive). Definitions and examples of each NICHD Protocol utterance type are provided in Table 1.
the naming, identified children pertaining to the alleged incidents. Details consisted of the smallest unit for analyzing information provided by children. Invitations can also follow up on information just mentioned or cue for additional free-recall elaboration about details previously mentioned.

**Directive**
Open-ended cued-recall questions that refocus the child on aspects or details of the allegation that they have previously mentioned, asking the child to affirm, negate, or select an investigator-given option, thus using recognition memory processes. Directive questions do not imply that a particular response is expected.

**Option-posing**
These focus the child’s attention on details or aspects of the alleged incident that the child has not previously mentioned, asking the child to affirm, negate, or select an investigator-given option, thus using recognition memory processes. Option-posing questions do not imply that a particular response is expected.

**Suggestive**
Statements or questions that communicate the expected reply. They introduce information not mentioned by the child but assumed by the attorney or query the truthfulness of the child’s response.

### What/how prompts

What/how prompts were then further coded using the coding scheme defined in Ahern et al. (2015), with the additional category of what/how happen. Thus, they were coded as what/how happen, dynamic, causality, evaluative, and static. Definitions and examples of each are provided in Table 2. Because why questions ask about causality and are therefore similar to what/how causality questions, we combined them after assessing their frequency and productivity.

### Children’s productivity

Responses related to the investigated incident(s) were identified as substantive and coders then tabulated the number of new details conveyed by the child in each utterance using a procedure described by Lamb et al. (1996). Details were the smallest unit for analyzing information provided by children pertaining to the alleged incidents. Details consisted of the naming, identification, or description of individuals, objects, events, places, actions, emotions, thoughts, and sensations, that are part of an alleged incident, as well as any of their features (e.g., appearances, locations, times, durations, temporal orders, sounds, smells, and textures). Repeated words or details between and within utterances were counted once across the child’s testimony, unless the repetition appeared intentional (e.g., for emphasis). Details were only counted when they added to the understanding of the target incident(s); therefore, false starts (e.g., ‘I – they went…’) and ‘Um, well…’), statements that expressed the child’s present mental or emotional state (e.g., ‘I am scared’), phrases that suggested the level of confidence of the interviewee during the interview (e.g., ‘I know’, ‘I think’, and ‘Maybe’), and claims of lack of knowledge/ignorance (e.g., ‘I don’t know’ and ‘I don’t remember’) are examples of what were not counted as substantive details.

### Inter-rater reliability

Inter-rater reliability in the identification of substantive prompts was 100%. Reliability for the NICHD Protocol question types and details had been previously calculated by two independent raters on a random selection of 20% of the transcripts. Reliability in the classification of attorney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What/how-happen</td>
<td>Questions that included the word ‘happen’ (which refers to a sequence of events that take place over time).</td>
<td>“What happened?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-dynamic</td>
<td>Questions that asked the child to elaborate on a more specific kind of action or process, often included the word ‘do’ (which refers to actions).</td>
<td>“What did he do?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-static</td>
<td>Questions that asked for non-action-related descriptions, usually asking for contextual information such as location, time, or objects.</td>
<td>“What color was it?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how causality</td>
<td>Questions that asked for a cause or reason.</td>
<td>“Why did he go?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-evaluative</td>
<td>Questions that asked the child to make an evaluation about judgments, emotions, thoughts, or physical sensations.</td>
<td>“How do you remember that?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Table 2. What/how prompts](#)
question types was reported by Andrews et al. (2015) to be high, \( \kappa = 0.91 \). For the what/how prompt coding, one of the authors was trained to code reliably with an experienced coder by practicing on two transcripts. They achieved above 90% agreement on each (number of agreements divided by the number of disagreements). To ensure that coding was consistent over time, 20% of the transcripts were randomly selected and coded by the experienced coder throughout the course of coding (after 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% completed); \( \kappa = 0.87, 0.91, 0.95, \) and 0.92, respectively. Reliability in the identification and counting of details was also reported by Andrews et al. (2015) to be high, \( \kappa = 0.81 \).

RESULTS

NICHD Protocol utterance types

Frequency tabulations of prompt types by NICHD Protocol utterance types are shown in Table 3. There was a large degree of overlap between what/how happen prompts and invitations: 88% of what/how happen prompts were invitations, and 86% of invitations were what/how happen prompts. There was also a large degree of overlap between the other wh-prompts (excluding the what/how happen prompts) and directives: 88% of other wh-prompts were directives, and 93% of the directives were other wh-prompts.

Table 3. Prompt type by NICHD Protocol utterance frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prompt type</th>
<th>NICHD Protocol utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-happen</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-dynamic</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-causality or why</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-evaluative</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What/how-static</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a wh-prompt</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attorney differences in types of wh-prompts asked

The mean number and percentage of wh-prompts asked by each attorney is displayed in Table 5. Why and what/how-causality prompts were used at similar rates and were combined (what/how-causality, \( M = 0.06, SD = 0.05 \); why, \( M = 0.05, SD = 0.03; t(119) = 1.68, p = .10 \)).

A mixed-model ANOVA on the average proportions of questions asked was conducted, with wh-prompts (what/how-happen, what/how-dynamic, what/how-causality or why, what/how-evaluative, what/how-static, when, where, and who) and attorney type (prosecutor and defense) entered as within-subject factors and age category (6- to 8-, 9- to 10-, and 11- to 12-year-olds) entered as between-subjects factors. A main effect for wh-prompt emerged, \( F(7, 117) = 16.40, p < .001, \eta^2_p = 0.12, \)
The prevalence and productivity (i.e., the number of details each wh-prompt elicited from children) of wh-prompts are shown in Table 6. Why and what/how-causality prompts elicited comparable amounts of details and were combined (what/why prompts), whereas defense attorneys asked proportionally more static and when prompts than prosecutors did. Among wh-prompts, a mixed-model ANOVA was performed.

### Discussion

With the exception of very open-ended wh-questions (such as ‘what happened?’), productivity differences between various wh-prompts have been overlooked in prior research despite the fact that these questions are extremely common when children are questioned about abuse. Through examining the substantive components of children’s testimony in sexual abuse trials, this study showed that different wh-prompts exhibited substantial differences in children’s productivity, consistent with our predictions. Furthermore, prosecutors and defense attorneys showed different patterns in their use of wh-prompts, likely attributable to different motivations for questioning.

Consistent with previous work, children reported more details in response to invitations than to directives and reported more details in response to directives than to option-posing prompts. Moreover, children received virtually no invitations.
Mapping the NICHD Protocol classifications of utterance types onto wh- prompts, we showed that most invitations were what/how-happen prompts (and conversely most what/how-happen prompts were invitations). The other wh- prompts were almost always directives, highlighting the potential value of further categorization. As predicted, clear productivity differences emerged among the wh- prompts. Of course, what/how-happen prompts were the most productive, which is consistent with the finding that invitations are more productive than directives and other question types. But among questions that would typically be grouped together as directive, what/how prompts that asked about actions and what/how and why prompts that asked about causality were more productive than other types of wh- prompts. What/how prompts that asked for descriptions of people, places, and things were least productive.

The results support the value of distinguishing among different kinds of questions that are termed directive in the NICHD Protocol classification of utterance types. Children’s memories for actions tend to be better than their memories for less salient contextual descriptions (Goodman, Hirschman, Hepps, & Rudy, 1991; Peterson, Doding, & Tobin, 1999). In accordance with research on children’s memory, this study showed that child witnesses’ responses to wh- prompts about events (what/how-happen), actions (what/how-dynamic prompts), and descriptions (what/how-static prompts) also differed in the number of new details they produce about alleged abuse. Children’s responses to attorney questions about causality, framed as either what/how or why questions, were also quite productive, highlighting their ability to provide explanations (Peterson & McCabe, 1992). In line with previous work (Ahern et al., 2015), no productivity differences between what/how-causality and why prompts emerged. This result stands in contrast to recommendations in the clinical literature to avoid asking children ‘why’ questions on the basis that they are accusatory and in response children may become less productive (Anderson et al. 2010; Simmons, 1985). This might be true for specific topics, but our results do not support the recommendation as a general rule.

The results also suggest that it might be valuable to distinguish among different types of suggestive questions. Sixteen percent of what/how-dynamic prompts were suggestive (and non-trivial percentages of other what/how prompts). This may be cause for concern, because these questions may be eliciting productive but inaccurate responses. On the other hand, as noted in the introduction, research examining the inaccuracies elicited by suggestive questions has largely focused on suggestive option-posing questions, whereas suggestive wh-questions may be less error prone (Brown et al., 2013). Suggestive wh-questions require the child to generate information on his or her own, and they are often easily answered by ‘nothing’ or similar expressions (e.g., ‘no one’ and ‘nowhere’). This suggests a promising avenue for future research on the types of suggestive questions that are most detrimental to accuracy.

Turning to attorney differences, prosecutors asked proportionally more what/how-happen, dynamic, evaluative, and when prompts than defense attorneys, whereas defense attorneys asked proportionally more what/how-static and when prompts than prosecutors. Notably, prosecutors were more inclined than defense attorneys to ask the more productive types of wh-prompts, and with respect to what/how-dynamic and what/how-static prompts, asking about details that children are more likely to recall well. This finding is consistent with research showing that defense attorneys are more likely to focus on peripheral aspects of the abuse when cross-examining children (Ceci & Bruck, 1995). Notably, however, prosecutors asked a large number of wh-prompts calling for descriptions, and this was indeed the most common type of wh-prompt. Compared with prosecutors, defense attorneys also asked a higher proportion of when prompts, suggesting that they may focus more on temporal details, often a difficult topic for children (Stewart, Katz, & La Rooy, 2011). However, temporal prompts can be framed in a number of different ways (e.g., ‘When did it happen?’ and ‘How old were you?’), and future research may benefit from examining productivity differences in temporal questions specifically.

Our findings have potential implications for optimal training on questioning children in forensic settings. Prosecutors (and child investigative interviewers in general) might benefit from training programs that encourage and teach greater use of action-focused wh-prompts. At the same time, some relatively unproductive wh-prompts may be important to ask if they elicit details that the child does not otherwise produce. In these cases, prosecutors could be advised to pair those prompts (such as evaluative questions, e.g., ‘How did you feel?’ and ‘Bad’) with more productive follow-ups, such as a what/how-causality prompt (‘How did it make you feel bad?’; Ahern & Lyon, 2011). Furthermore, from a training perspective, discussing the productivity of different types of wh-prompts may be easier for interviewees to understand than the invitation/directive distinction. Anecdotally, we have observed that interviewers often believe that they are asking invitations when they use the ‘tell me’ construction coupled with a narrowly focused wh-prompt (e.g., ‘Tell me who was there?’) or even a yes/no question (e.g., ‘Tell me if it was dark’). Greater focus on wh-prompts enables trainers to note that the most productive and open-ended questions make reference to what happened (‘What happened?’; ‘What happened next?’; and ‘How did it happen?’) and the actions involved.

Limitations

In the present sample, all of the trials were tried in a single county 12–17 years ago. Of course, the results may not be representative of attorneys’ behavior in other counties and at other times. However, Los Angeles County is the largest and most populous county in the United States, as well as highly diverse, socioeconomically, and ethnically, and the cases used in the present study were from courts in 11 different branches throughout the county. Furthermore, there is little evidence that attorneys’ questioning techniques have improved over time. For example, Hanna et al. (2012), who analyzed courtroom transcripts in New Zealand from 2008, noted that their results were similar to those reported by Davies and Seymour (1998), who examined transcripts from cases tried in 1994. Nevertheless, it would be fruitful for future research to examine a more recent sample of cases.

from Los Angeles County to determine whether questioning practices have changed over the years. Future research should also seek to examine trials conducted in other parts of the United States, and indeed other countries, to help determine generalizability. Moreover, the samples to date examining the utility of various wh-prompts have focused on children’s criminal court testimony. It would be valuable to examine children’s responsiveness to such prompts in other forensic settings, such as best-practice forensic interviews, when questioners are trained in the use of open-ended questions and are not seeking a specific outcome.

**CONCLUSION**

This study shows that there are important productivity differences among wh-prompts asked of child witnesses, with what/how-happen prompts eliciting the greatest number of details. Notably, what/how questions about actions and wh-questions about causality were also very productive, whereas other types of wh-questions were less so, in particular what/how questions asking for descriptions. Furthermore, prosecutors and defense attorneys differed in their use of wh-questions, with prosecutors focusing more on actions and defense attorneys focusing more on descriptions. Future research and training may benefit from finer grained discrimination among wh-questions.
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